
 

'Rally for Roads' Presses Congress to Save the Highway Trust Fund, 
Establish Long-Term Transportation Bill 
BY LISA CLEAVER, EDITOR, ASPHALT CONTRACTOR ON JUN 12, 2014 
 

 
 
The third "Rally for Roads" was held June 11 at Union Square in front of the U.S. Capitol. The rally is 
a gathering of labor, road builders, construction unions, industry associations and construction 
equipment manufacturers pressuring Congress to save the Highway Trust Fund and establish a long-
term transportation bill. It's the result of efforts made by members of the transportation construction 
industry to help move America's infrastructure.  
 
Key members of both the Senate and U.S. House of Representatives appeared before a crowd of 
several hundred. 
 
Sen. Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.), chair of the Environment and Public Works (EPW) Committee, 
explained her disappointment with the inaction by Congress to quickly fix the Highway Trust Fund 
(HTF) problem and said there's no excuse to not have a robust HTF. 
 
The HTF is expected to be insolvent in a few weeks and reimbursements to states on work already 
under way could come to a grinding halt. In addition, MAP-21, the current two-year transportation 
spending law, will expire Sept. 30. 
 
"Are we not the greatest nation on Earth?" she asked. "How can we continue in this vein, when 50% 
of our roads are not where they should be and 70,000 of our bridges are deficient?" 
 
Boxer's committee offered a six-year transportation reauthorization plan in May. “We need a long-
term solution,” said Boxer. "I don't want to see gimmicks. I don't want to see patches. We can't build 
roads or sign up for important projects if we have a three-month patch." 
 



She reiterated her choice to replace per-gallon user fee fuel taxes with a wholesale fuel tax. 
 
Senate Finance Committee Chairman Ron Wyden (D-Ore.) echoed this preference and said about 
84% of the nation’s oil consumption is for transportation. 
 
Wyden’s committee is tasked with finding funding for the six-year transportation bill EPW advanced 
and also with finding a short-term fix for the HTF. 
 
“If you put the brakes on thousands of construction projects, that’s going to be a huge economic 
multiplier that hurts our country,” said Wyden. 
 
Another speaker, Rep. Peter DeFazio (D-Ore.), has introduced a bill to replace the gasoline tax with a 
barrel tax on oil, eliminate the sales tax on truck tires, and index the diesel tax to inflation.  
 
One theme echoed throughout the morning was the decaying nature of America's infrastructure. 
 
“You know better than I that America is falling apart and falling behind in the world,” said DeFazio. 
“Most every other country in the world gets it ... if you build a 21st Century infrastructure, you’re going 
to be able to compete in a global economy.” 
 
Only one speaker called for an increase in the gas tax. Rep. Earl Blumenauer (D-Ore.), member of 
the House Ways & Means Committee, has introduced a bill to increase this federal user fee, which 
hasn't changed since 1993. A day earlier, at the Transportation Construction Coalition's (TCC) 
legislative briefing, Rep. Blumenauer said the best and quickest fix for the HTF problem was to raise 
the gas tax. Sen. David Vitter (R-La.), ranking  
 

http://www.forconstructionpros.com/news/11518301/2014-transportation-construction-coalition-fly-in-kicks-off-with-all-star-line-up
http://www.forconstructionpros.com/news/11518301/2014-transportation-construction-coalition-fly-in-kicks-off-with-all-star-line-up


 
Foxx, Labor Use I-495 Bridge to Push for Highway Fix 
 
By John Boyd, 6/13/2014 

 
 
The closed, tilting Interstate 495 bridge in Wilmington, Del., is a major prop this week in the push to 

get a Highway Trust Fund fix and a new highway bill through Congress. 

 
Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx visited the bridge site on Friday to make the point, and 

invoked it in a Monday DOT blog entry in which he again warned the trust fund could run too low 
within two months to keep reimbursing states quickly for their road and bridge construction costs. 

 
The Laborers’ International Union of North America is also using the Wilmington bridge in its latest 
campaign push for infrastructure spending. LIUNA rigged a school bus to look like it had 

been crushed by part of a collapsing bridge. 
 

The union will take the get-the-point prop on a tour of many cities this summer that is billed 

“getting schooled in infrastructure.” It was starting the tour with a Monday visit to that I-495 
bridge, and plans to end it back in Washington about the time when the highway account will fall 

below 
the DOT’s fail-safe minimum cash balance. 

 

Next Moves for SEPTA Mediation. President Barack Obama’s weekend intervention into a 

strike at a major commuter rail system in Philadelphia started a process that would keep union 

members from again striking the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority for 240 

days. 

 
That’s because he could follow the presidential emergency board he created on Saturday, which has a 
120-day mandate, with a second one before a new strike action could start, the Inquirer explains. 

 
Federal mediators are preparing to begin hearings next week so they can send Obama a report with 

recommendations on how to end the labor dispute that led 400 workers to walk away Saturday. Had 

it continued, the strike could have had a major impact on weekday commutes into several states that 

are part of the Philadelphia suburbs. 

http://blogs.cq.com/transportation/author/johnboydcqrollcall-com/
http://www.dot.gov/fastlane/i-495-bridge-reminder-we-need-transportation-works
http://www.dot.gov/fastlane/i-495-bridge-reminder-we-need-transportation-works
http://news.yahoo.com/getting-schooled-infrastructure-tour-begins-highlights-americas-failing-130000025.html%3B_ylt%3DAwrBJSCUNJ9TeRQAmGeTmYlQ
http://news.yahoo.com/getting-schooled-infrastructure-tour-begins-highlights-americas-failing-130000025.html%3B_ylt%3DAwrBJSCUNJ9TeRQAmGeTmYlQ
http://www.cq.com/file/govdoc-4496437/Establishing%20an%20Emergency%20Board%20to%20Investigate%20Disputes%20Between%20the%20Southeastern%20Pennsylvania%20Transportation%20Authority%20and%20Certain%20of%20Its%20Employees%20Represented%20By%20Labor%20Organizations.pdf
http://www.philly.com/philly/business/transportation/20140616_With_strike_over__SEPTA_riders_exude_relief.html


 

Laborers dispatch bridge debris-mangled bus prop for 
highway funding campaign 
  
Published: Monday, 16 June 2014 21:12 
  
Written by Concrete News 
 
Source: Laborers International Union of North America (LIUNA), Washington, D.C.; CP staff 
Under a “Getting Schooled in Infrastructure” banner, organized labor’s most proactive voice for 
federal transportation investment has kicked off a six-week tour of 22 cities and Congressional 
districts, a bridge debris-bearing school bus leading the charge. 

The tour began at a shuttered Interstate 495 bridge in Wilmington, Del., and continues to 
Philadelphia, Allentown, Chambersburg, Hollidaysburg, Altoona and Pittsburgh, Pa. Through the 
summer the bus is scheduled to travel Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri, 
Virginia and Maryland, concluding its journey in Washington, D.C. 

The school bus and bridge debris prop reinforce a LIUNA campaign pressing Congress to pass a 
well-funded, long-term highway bill this year. “It’s time to stop sugar-coating this issue,” says General 
President Terry O’Sullivan. “We are not trying to scare people, but we are trying to wake people and 
Congress up.” 

The Highway Trust Fund provides the largest share of transportation investment for most states, but 
is projected to approach a zero balance later this summer. Without Congressional action, it will 
completely stop dispersing road and bridge funds by October 1, the start of the federal government’s 
2015 fiscal. A key reason the Highway Trust Fund is in crisis is because the federal 18.4 cent/gallon 
gasoline tax has not been adjusted for 21 years—a period during which rising construction materials 
costs and vehicle fuel efficiency gains have resulted in a 40 percent drop in federal transportation 
dollar buying power. 

“Congress has multiple, viable options to consider,” O’Sullivan explains. “But it is time to act. The 
most reliable, tested investment resource for our roads and bridges is the gas tax and adjusting it will 
give Americans what they want and need—safer roads and bridges in their states and communities.” 

LIUNA joins a broad-based coalition of transportation and business groups encouraging Congress to 
adjust the gas tax, AAA, U.S. Chamber of Commerce and Building America’s Future among them. In 
addition to the bus tour, LIUNA radio ads urging Congress to act are running in Pennsylvania, Ohio 
and Michigan, and billboards will continue to go up in each state ahead of deficient bridges or on 
deteriorating roadways. Motorists and concerned citizens are directed to www.FixOurBridges.org and 
www.RepairOurRoads.org, where they can learn more and easily send messages to their members 
of Congress. 

 

https://www.liuna.org/home


 

Mayor, Leaders Urge Congressional Action on Highway Funds  
Created by djackson on 7/2/2014 1:24:07 PM 

 

FORT WAYNE, Ind. (WOWO):  An urgent cry for action. 
Using the backdrop of a school bus smashed by falling concrete, Mayor Tom Henry and City 
Councilman Geoff Paddock joined union reps in lobbying for public support for fixing local bridges. 
They are pleading for Congress to pass a long-term highway investment bill. They hope the bus 
serves as a reminder of what they call America's "crumbling bridges and roads." It's part of the 
"Getting Schooled in Infrastructure" campaign from LIUNA - the Laborer's Union of North America. 
The bus is canvasing Pennsylvania, Ohio and Michigan.  
 
Union officials say the current highway trust fund will go bankrupt in less than 90 days.  One of the 
proposed sources of funding is raising gas taxes.  The union's chief officer, Terry O'Sullivan said in a 
prepared statement, "If Congress fails, it will be due to cowardice in standing up to extremists who are 
willing to to destroy the critical transportation infrastructure of our country to make an ideological 
political point." Fort Wayne Mayor Tom Henry says many bridges in Allen County are in danger and 
now he's wants those bridges renovated. 
 
"The primary concern of mine is the safety of citizens and the movement of commerce. If our bridges 
are structurally weak, we are going have to shutdown those bridges. I will not have the citizens of Fort 
Wayne over bridges that would not support vehicular traffic." 



 
 
Laborers set to put skills to work on gas pipeline  
By Dan Husted, December 14, 2014  

The construction of new, clean energy infrastructure that will carry natural gas has spurred 
considerable debate in our region. Many members of Laborers International 
Union of North America (LIUNA) Local 1075 have attended open houses, 
meetings and town halls hosted by state legislators and local officials. 

We've been engaged and have been sharing our own pipeline construction story: If the 
Rover Pipeline is approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, highly 
skilled LIUNA members are ready to build this vital piece of infrastructure. 

This $4.3 billion investment will not only bring in out-of-state money to our communities, 
but it will employ hundreds of laborers from across Michigan. 

LIUNA members are involved in many aspects of the production and transmission 
of natural gas. We prepare and repair sites; we strengthen and repair roads; we build 
feeder and mainline pipelines; we build processing and compression plants, and we 
maintain those plants under standards designed to protect the workers and the people who 
live in surrounding communities. Last year, LIUNA members in Michigan worked over 
one million hours on pipeline construction and maintenance. 

The Michigan Laborers' Training & Apprenticeship Institute has built a reputation as one of 
the safest and most productive facilities in the nation, with more certified instructors than 
any other training center.  

The institute has certified over 650 members in pipeline construction safety & technology 
under U.S. Department of Transportation standards. We pride ourselves on having the 
most educated, prepared, safe and highly skilled workforce in the industry. 

Infrastructure projects -- including those that act as conduits for clean energy -- mean job 
opportunities, new revenue for local governments and economic security for workers and 
families. But projects such as the Rover natural gas pipeline often draw controversy and 
frequently devolve into heated exchanges of talking points and rhetoric rather than 
meaningful discussions of real-world impacts. Each project should be evaluated on its own 
merits. 

This project would mean that Laborers that live right here in Genesee have a real 
opportunity to be back at work. Now that's worth talking about. 

-- Dan Husted is business manager of Laborers International Union of North America Local 1075, 
which represents over 600 men and women predominantly in the construction industry. 
 



 

Study: Mariner East Pipelines Will Be Economic Engines for Pennsylvania 

February 05, 2015 

“LIUNA Pipeline Workers Trained and Ready to Build Pennsylvania’s Energy Future” 

 

Harrisburg, PA – A new economic impact studyreleased today on Sunoco Logistics’ Mariner East projects is 
welcome news for LIUNA pipeline workers who are ready to build this critical energy infrastructure. The 
Mariner East projects are designed to provide needed pipeline infrastructure to transport ethane, propane, 
and other petroleum products from western Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia to markets in and around 
Philadelphia and beyond. 

The study, released by Philadelphia-based Econsult Solutions and commissioned by Sunoco Logistics, forecasts 
that the projects will put nearly 14,000 men and women to work in construction careers and that $4.2 billion 
will be added to Pennsylvania’s economy. 

“LIUNA members are trained and ready to build the Mariner East pipelines,” said Tony Seiwell, business 
manager for the Eastern Pennsylvania Laborers’ District Council, which represents thousands of working men 
and women across the state. “As residents of Pennsylvania, our members also welcome the economic 
benefits, tax revenue and affordable energy the pipelines will bring to the state. The Mariner East pipelines 
will be a lifeline to good union jobs with family-supporting pay.” 

The Mariner East projects will also increase the locally available domestic supply of propane, meeting both the 
residential need for propane and the commercial need for propane and other natural gas liquids as inputs to 
support regional manufacturing. 

“LIUNA workers, like all Pennsylvanians, are concerned about affordable energy,” said LiUNA Vice-President 
and Mid-Atlantic Regional Manager Dennis Martire. “Mariner East is an opportunity for Pennsylvania to make 
use of its own domestic resources, create thousands of family-wage jobs, and build our energy future.” 

Martire noted that the men and women who would build Mariner East live in the communities the pipelines 
will pass through. He said LiUNA members believe it’s important to address any local concerns that have been 
raised, and are confident that it can be built and operated safely. In just the last year, LiUNA members worked 
more than 15 million hours safely building pipelines across the United States. 

http://liunamidatlantic.com/study-mariner-east-pipelines-will-be-economic-engines-for-pennsylvania/
http://www.econsultsolutions.com/wp-content/uploads/Sunoco-Logistics-Mariner-East-Economic-Impact-Report.pdf


 

Feds Urge New Controls in Paving Work 

Thursday, March 19, 2015  

After a decade of research, U.S. officials are recommending new measures to protect thousands of asphalt 
workers from respirable crystalline silica. 

More than 360,000 road and bridge construction workers in the U.S. are at risk of exposure to respirable 
crystalline silica, according to the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). 

Designing asphalt milling equipment with ventilation controls and added water sprays could lessen dust 
exposure, says NIOSH, which developed the recommendations with numerous labor, industry and government 
groups.  

The 79-page Best Practice Engineering Control Guidelines to Control Worker Exposure to Respirable Crystalline 
Silica during Asphalt Pavement Milling was developed through the Silica/Asphalt Milling Machine Partnership. 
The partnership provides best practices to help reduce respirable silica exposures during asphalt pavement 
milling in highway construction. 

NIOSH and partners collected 42 worker breathing zone air samples at 11 highway construction sites. 
Machines that adopted dust-control approaches reduced silica exposures from asphalt milling. 

"Inhalation of respirable crystalline silica can cause silicosis, a debilitating and potentially fatal lung disease, 
and other possible adverse health outcomes," Dr. John Howard, director of NIOSH, said in a press release. 

"This collaborative effort by labor, industry and government reflects the current knowledge of best practices 
and a partnership that has succeeded in developing recommended engineering controls for these worksites." 

Dust Control 

A variety of machinery is used to remove and recycle asphalt pavement, including cold-milling machines with 
toothed, rotating cutters that grind and remove the pavement. 

These machines often generate dust containing respirable crystalline silica, which can then be blown into air 
the workers are breathing, according to NIOSH. 

NIOSH 

The addition of water sprays on machines with toothed, rotating cutters could be used to prevent or suppress 
dust if ventilation dust controls are not available. 

NIOSH and its partners collected 42 worker personal breathing zone air samples at 11 highway construction 
sites. Their finding: Machines that adopted the dust control approach reduced worker exposure to silica from 
asphalt milling operations. 

Machine Recommendations 

The team made several recommendations to reduce exposures, including: 



Installing ventilation controls on all new asphalt milling machines; 

Maximizing cover around the machines' cutter drum and conveyor belts;  

Designing an outlet that blows dust away from the worker at high speed, if the machine's ventilation control 
does not include a dust collector; and  

Using water sprays to prevent or suppress dust if ventilation dust controls are not available. 

Following the release of the document, the Center for Construction Research and Training (CPWR) developed 
a shorter field guide to provide a quick reference to best practices and control recommendations, as well as a 
daily dust control checklist and tips for the jobsite. 

Far-Reaching Partnerships 

NIOSH is the federal agency that conducts research and makes recommendations for preventing work-related 
injuries, illnesses and deaths. 

NIOSH 

Following the release of the document, the Center for Construction Research and Training (CPWR) developed 
a shorter field guide to provide a quick reference to best practices and control recommendations, as well as a 
daily dust control checklist and other tips to use on the jobsite. 

The Silica/Asphalt Milling Machine Partnership is coordinated by the National Asphalt Pavement Association 
and includes all U.S. and foreign equipment manufacturers that sell pavement-milling machines to the U.S. 
market. 

The partnership also includes paving contractors, the International Union of Operating Engineers, the Laborers 
International Union of North America, the Association of Equipment Manufacturers, the Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration and the Federal Highway Administration. 



 
Laborers union supports pipelines like Mariner East: PennLive letters 
 
March 26, 2015  

Underground pipelines are the safest mode to transport energy, according to federal statistics.  New 
projects - like the Mariner East -- will actually improve and repair an existing pipeline. Pipelines built 
or repurposed today are state-of-the art. They are constructed from superior materials with continual 
remote monitoring and automatic safety shut-off technology. 

In addition, I know we can build this pipeline without sacrificing our safety or the environment, 
because it will be built by skilled workers like myself. I am a member of LIUNA, the Laborers' 
International Union of North America, an organization with more than a century of experience safely 
building pipelines in virtually every state and province in the U.S. and Canada. 

My union and the other trades who will help build this pipeline have pipeline-specific instruction and 
courses to ensure that construction is safe for workers, property owners, and the environment. 

I welcome the conversation and hope we will soon get to work on this project. 

RON TOMASETTI, Laborers' International Union of North America, Local 158 Business Manager, 
Lower Paxton  



 

Why LIUNA Supports Mariner East Pipeline Project 
July 22, 2015, By Dennis L. Martire, Vice President and Mid-Atlantic Regional Manager of the 
Laborers' International Union of North America 
 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania - Across Pennsylvania, development of the shale industry has become a new 
economic engine for our state, supporting energy infrastructure projects that have brought new opportunity 
to thousands of residents, and increased the energy independence of our entire country. Increasingly, new 
pipeline projects are delivering both short-term employment benefits from construction, and long-term 
economic benefits from increased access to affordable natural gas and natural gas liquids. 

These new projects generate the kind of jobs that put our state back to work - good family-wage jobs that 
represent the economic future for many communities across Pennsylvania. For the more than 25,000 
members of the Laborers' International Union of North America in Pennsylvania, and thousands of other 
workers across our state, these projects are not just pipelines. They are also a lifeline to family-supporting 
jobs. 
 
LIUNA members are involved in many aspects of the production and transmission of natural gas liquids. Last 
year, LIUNA members in Pennsylvania worked over 2.4 million hours on pipeline construction and 
maintenance. All told, we worked more than 15 million hours safely building pipelines across the United 
States last year. 
 
We know these pipelines, such as the Mariner East 2 project, will bring immense new economic activity to our 
state. That project alone is estimated to have a total economic impact of more than $4 billion, creating more 
than 30,000 direct and indirect jobs, including more than 13,000 jobs during construction. 
 
The Mariner East 2 pipeline will meet or exceed all required safety guidelines and be constructed in 
accordance with state and federal standards. Construction will include state-of-the-art X-ray inspection of 
every weld that joins the sections of each pipe together. 
 
Members of our trade take pride in doing this work. We have been trained to do it right, and we know how 
to build and leave behind a site better than the way we found it. We live in these communities too, and we 
are committed to building pipelines with minimal disruption or impact to landowners. 
 
We also know that these projects will generate significant new tax revenues for our state, as well as new 
economic activity for local hotels, local restaurants, and local businesses. 
 
Speaking of taxes, Gov. Tom Wolf's proposed natural gas severance tax proposal has been the subject of much 
discussion and debate. LIUNA is a committed partner with the shale industry and we believe we need 
policies that support this new and growing industry. Only sound governmental policies will encourage the 

http://www.laborpress.org/sectors/building-trades/5655-why-liuna-supports-mariner-east-pipeline-project


industry to continue to invest and produce at consistent levels that are vital to local communities, and which 
create long-term middle-class job opportunities. We also understand the severe budget challenges facing 
Pennsylvania, as the state seeks ways to fund quality schools and vital transportation projects, and secure 
pension funding for hard-working state residents. 
 
Contrary to some media reports, our union is not necessarily opposed to any new tax whatsoever on natural 
gas production. We do, however, have significant concerns about any new natural gas tax that could have a 
negative impact on employment in the industry. We have already seen a reduction in pipeline man-hours over 
the past two years related to falling natural gas prices. If we excessively tax the shale industry, we risk hurting 
employers, workers and communities across the state. 
 
People often refer to construction jobs as temporary, but that's the nature of the business. One job finishes, 
and you move on to the next project. The building trades still provide a great living for millions of workers. 
Mariner East 2 is exactly the sort of project, funded entirely with private money, that supports working 
families with good wages, quality benefits and a promising future. 
 
The working men and women of LIUNA are eager to put our skills and training to work safely building our 
energy future. Let's keep Pennsylvania moving forward! 

 



 

Kinder Morgan plans meetings to quell pipeline opposition 

August 9, 2015 

SALEM, N.H. – The company pushing a natural gas pipeline for sections of Massachusetts and Southern New 
Hampshire will make its case during another round of public meetings next month. 

Kinder Morgan has scheduled five informational sessions for New Hampshire, including one set for Sept. 17 in 
Salem. 

“This is an opportunity for people who are interested in learning more about NED (Northeast Energy District) 
to come and ask project team members questions and get the facts about NED,” said Allen Fore, vice 
president of public affairs for Kinder Morgan. 

“We look forward to maintaining and advancing a constructive dialogue with the every local community and 
all interested stakeholders.” 

Earlier this month the project recently launched a New Hampshire-specific website to help Granite Staters 
learn more about the project and the economic benefits it will bring to local homes and businesses. 

“We are committed to this project and to working with every community to find common sense solutions to 
make this project better,” said Fore. “NED is a New Hampshire energy solution that will help foster economic 
growth, create jobs, and help the region continue to reduce its carbon footprint. We look forward to 
continuing our work on this critical project in an open and transparent fashion.” 

The company wants to build a $3.3 billion pipeline stretching from Pennsylvania to Dracut to deliver natural 
gas to homes and businesses in the region. 

Proponents of the pipeline point to New England's spike in energy rates during recent years, especially in the 
winter. Unions, particularly the Laborers International Union of North America, which has a standing 
agreement with the Pipeline Contractors Association, say the pipeline's construction will create lucrative 
jobs for the region. 

Opponents cite safety, disruption of wetlands and conservation lands and, in many cases, damage to their 
property as reasons the project should not go forward. Critics also claim there is no need for a pipeline as large 
as the one Kinder Morgan proposes, unless the company plans to ship the gas overseas. 

The Sept. 17 "informational" open house will be held at Rockingham Park, 79 Rockingham Park Blvd., Salem, 
from 6 to 8 p.m. 

Additional meetings will be held in New Ipswich, Fitzwilliam, Milford and Merrimack. All meetings will be 6 to 
8 p.m. 

For more information regarding the dates and locations of the open houses or to get more information on 
NED go to energymattersnh.com. 

http://cloud.siteencore.com/siteencore_helper.html#rotftwetu%3DaHR0cCUzQS8vc2VydmljZS5tZWx0d2F0ZXJuZXdzLmNvbS9tbmV3cy9yZWRpcmVjdC5odG1sJTNGZG9jSWQlM0Q0MjEzOTY0NzM5JTI2dXNlcklkJTNEMjY4ODY2NyUyNmNJZCUzRDExMjc5NyUyNmFnZW50SWQlM0Q2MTA4NDYxJTI2dHlwZSUzRDElMjZzJTNENTA1MDYlMjZ1cmwlM0RodHRwJTI1M0ElMjUyRiUyNTJGd3d3LmVhZ2xldHJpYnVuZS5jb20lMjUyRm5ld3MlMjUyRm5ld19oYW1wc2hpcmUlMjUyRmtpbmRlci1tb3JnYW4tcGxhbnMtbWVldGluZ3MtdG8tcXVlbGwtcGlwZWxpbmUtb3Bwb3NpdGlvbiUyNTJGYXJ0aWNsZV8wY2M5ODNhMC0xNzYyLTViMzMtODNkOC0wOGE2M2JhMmEzOGMuaHRtbA%3D%3D%26ibothsahtrtd%3DaHR0cCUzQS8vZW5lcmd5bWF0dGVyc25oLmNvbS8%3D%26shtlp%3DaHR0cCUzQS8vd3d3LmVhZ2xldHJpYnVuZS5jb20vbmV3cy9uZXdfaGFtcHNoaXJlL2tpbmRlci1tb3JnYW4tcGxhbnMtbWVldGluZ3MtdG8tcXVlbGwtcGlwZWxpbmUtb3Bwb3NpdGlvbi9hcnRpY2xlXzBjYzk4M2EwLTE3NjItNWIzMy04M2Q4LTA4YTYzYmEyYTM4Yy5odG1s%26x%3D0%26y%3D0%26w%3D1920%26h%3D1040%26t%3D14392120654301


 

Labor Unions: Building a Stronger Pa. Energy Future 

SEPTEMBER 4, 2015 

Our region’s building trade and construction unions have unquestionably established themselves as a critical 
shale industry supply chain partner. 

From infrastructure development to power generation construction projects, shale development is creating 
“family-supporting pay and good benefits” as well as “long-term middle-class job opportunities” for the 
region’s talented and hardworking union and building trades. 

And top labor unions leaders agree: Harrisburg needs to focus on commonsense policies that ensure we 
maximize these middle-class benefits and encourage job growth. 

 

Here’s what they’re saying about shale development, which is a powerful “economic engine” for the 
Commonwealth and working-class families: 

International Union of Operating Engineers Local 66 – Jim Kunz, Business Manager 
(Post-Gazette op-ed, 7/27/15) 

• “The natural-gas industry has been a godsend, helping to boost jobs with family-supporting pay and 
good benefits.” 

• “Our hardworking and proud union members are very fortunate for the opportunities afforded by shale 
as well as themanufacturing and consumer-savings benefits tied to this historic energy revolution.” 

• “When we needed jobs most – during a generational crisis — shale delivered.” 

• “Shale development across Appalachia has created more than 45,000 good-paying union jobs over the 
past several years.” 

• “Political agendas and differences aside, there could not be a worse time for an excessively higher 
energy tax.” 

Laborers’ International Union of North America – Dennis Martire, Vice President 
(Delaware County Times op-ed, 7/19/15) 

• “Across Pa., development of the shale industry has become a new economic engine for our state.” 

http://www.post-gazette.com/opinion/2015/07/27/Don-t-kill-our-Pennsylvania-shale-jobs/stories/201507270019
http://www.delcotimes.com/opinion/20150719/guest-column-why-laborers-union-supports-mariner-east-pipeline-project
http://www.delcotimes.com/opinion/20150719/guest-column-why-laborers-union-supports-mariner-east-pipeline-project
http://www.post-gazette.com/opinion/2015/07/27/Don-t-kill-our-Pennsylvania-shale-jobs/stories/201507270019
http://www.delcotimes.com/opinion/20150719/guest-column-why-laborers-union-supports-mariner-east-pipeline-project
http://marcelluscoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/socialposts2.jpg


• “New [shale] projects generate the kind of jobs that put our state back to work — good family-wage 
jobs that represent the economic future for many communities across Pa.” 

• “These projects are not just pipelines. They are also a lifeline to family-supporting jobs.” 

• “Only sound governmental policies will encourage the industry to continue to invest and produce at 
consistent levels that are vital to local communities, and which create long-term middle-class job 
opportunities.” 

North America’s Building Trades Unions – Sean McGarvey, President (Huffington Post, 6/1/15) 

• “Our leaders must continue to support domestic energy exploration, which is proving our 
nation’s strongest job-growth engine.” 

• “In the Marcellus Shale domestic energy production created more than 45,000 construction jobs from 
2008 to 2013 — a period when the U.S. construction market was mired in a deep depression.” 

• “From 2008 to 2013, construction workers in the Marcellus Shale region logged over 72 million hours of 
direct and indirect construction labor on projects related to the region’s natural gas development.” 

• “The economic impact of the 72 million work hours created through Marcellus Shale development is 
$2.7 billion.” 

• “American domestic energy development enables [our union] to provide structured career-training 
opportunities in the skilled trades to historically neglected populations, including urban young people, 
women, communities of color and our nation’s military veterans.” 

Builders Guild of Western Pa. – Jason Fincke, Executive Director (Tribune-Review op-ed, 8/4/15) 

• “For many of the region’s 17 building trades unions — all represented by the Builders Guild of Western 
Pa. — shale has presented an opportunity for good jobs that pay family-supporting wages. And for the 
commonwealth’s economy — especially the small businesses still struggling to recover from the Great 
Recession — locally produced natural resources have been a driving force behind our region’s growth.” 

• “Shale development’s economic benefits and gains are now uncertain should energy taxes be increased 
to the point where, according to the Independent Fiscal Office, Pennsylvania would become the ‘highest 
taxed state.’” 

• “All families are realizing shale’s benefits through lower-cost energy and community 
improvements funded by natural gas impact taxes. Since 2012, our state’s impact tax has generated 
more than $850 million for all 67 counties — including $58 million for Washington County and its 
municipal governments.” 

• “While shale has delivered enormous opportunity for our region, efforts to pass significantly higher 
energy taxes could threaten this progress.” 

• “Harrisburg must focus on policies that encourage infrastructure development using local labor, small 
business growth and manufacturing — not significantly higher energy taxes that could slam the door on 
shale’s clear benefits.” 

Become a United Shale Advocate today and join the thousands of fellow Pennsylvanians strongly urging 
Harrisburg to focus on creating jobs, not higher energy taxes. 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/sean-mcgarvey/oil-and-gas-energize-us-j_b_7486914.html
http://triblive.com/opinion/featuredcommentary/8837990-74/shale-county-energy#axzz3kgdtiPFU
http://unitedshaleadvocates.com/


 

Letters to the Editor: October 3, 2015 

[…] 

Hoosiers need Congress to take transportation seriously 

The U.S. Senate recently passed a bill to fund the nation’s transportation systems for six years, however the 
shortsighted legislation passed by the U.S. House of Representatives only funds those systems through 
October of this year. 

Indiana’s transportation network — from roads to bridges to public transit — is essential to the state’s 
economy and depended upon by more than 5 million Indiana motorists. Consider the following from the 
nonprofit research group TRIP and the American Association of State Transportation and Highway Officials: 

• 14 percent of Indiana’s major roads are in poor condition. Driving on roads in need of repair costs Indiana 
motorists $2 billion a year — or $366 per motorist — in repairs and operating costs. 

• 22 percent of Indiana bridges are structurally deficient or functionally obsolete. 

• 22 percent of Indiana’s major urban highways are congested. Traffic congestion costs American motorists 
$121 billion a year in wasted time and fuel costs. 

• Vehicle travel on Indiana’s highways increased by 46 percent from 1990 to 2013. 

Now more than ever it’s time for Congress to step up to the plate — no more delays, no more borrowing from 
other sources to minimally fund Indiana’s transportation networks and no more excuses. It’s not a choice; it’s 
a vital necessity to keep Indiana’s communities, job market and economy growing. 

David A. Frye 

Business Manager, Indiana Laborers’ District Council 

 



 

Here’s how to fill those construction jobs 

By Dennis Martire, October 4, 2015  

As the economy slowly strengthens, construction contractors are increasingly sounding the alarm of a worker 
shortage. But what’s really in short supply are common-sense policies that value those who work with their 
hands to build our country. 

One of the best tools to help contractors build a workforce has been politicized and come under sustained 
attack. The project labor agreement, or PLA, has been successfully used for generations on major projects 
from the Hoover Dam to the new World Trade Center. It helped make construction of the new $400 million 
PNC Tower in Pittsburgh a successful project, coming in on budget with a solid safety record, as well as school 
projects, such as the $80 million Penn Hills High School. 

Used for generations, these collectively bargained arrangements specify wages, benefits, working conditions, 
quality standards, training opportunities and other aspects of a construction project that all the contractors 
and construction trades must agree to. 

Project labor agreements save money by ensuring quality work. They minimize deaths and injuries by 
requiring safe working conditions — also a money saver. Their provisions are built into the bidding process so 
that unscrupulous contractors cannot underbid competitors by skimping on safety or by driving down wages 
and benefits in a race to the bottom. Training and apprenticeship provisions also attract more young people 
into construction trades. 

The bottom line: Project labor agreements value the work that men and women do with their hands and put 
them on a career path that serves the industry. 

So why are they not more widely used, particularly given the consternation about a worker shortage?  

Enter the Associated Builders and Contractors, which has been engaging in a multi-year campaign to dismantle 
project labor agreements in cities, counties and states across the country. In Pennsylvania, the agreements 
come under perennial attack in the state General Assembly and at the county level, as in Westmoreland 
County. 

Associated Builders and Contractors, with ties to the conservative Koch brothers and the American Legislative 
Exchange Council, a Koch-funded effort that promotes the spread of right-wing state laws, even brags about it 
on its website. In part due to their lobbying efforts, these workforce-building agreements have been banned in 
several states, bringing to 23 those that now prohibit or limit them. 

Much of the campaign against project labor agreements is based on distortions or outright falsehoods. For 
example, a well-worn talking point often repeated by politicians is that project labor agreements prohibit 
nonunion contractors. That is false, although it is more likely that union contractors have the certified 
apprentice-training projects and stronger safety programs that the agreements usually require. 

The stories of how PLAs reward workers and help contractors can be found every day in Pittsburgh and 
elsewhere. The first phase of the metro Silver Line extension linking Washington, D.C., to Dulles airport was 



completed with a PLA. There were no serious injuries and the project was finished on budget and on time. 
After a political squabble, the second phase is underway without a PLA and is delayed and severely over 
budget. 

Then there’s the Bechtel project labor agreement on the Shell clean-fuels project in Gilberton, Pa., where not 
a single worker suffered an injury serious enough to merit a lost workday even after 2 million work hours. That 
compares to a local average of more than 60 lost workdays after an equivalent number of work hours. 

The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California documented savings of as much as $35 million in 
workers’ compensation premiums because of the superior training and safety provisions of a project labor 
agreement. 

Not having enough workers in the construction industry is a serious issue, which can choke a key economic 
sector responsible for as much as 5 percent of the nation’s gross domestic product. But the problem is more 
than a worker shortage. It’s a common-sense shortage among politicians too eager to curry favor with strong-
arm lobbyists. 

The men and women who go to work each day to build the great projects that fuel our nation and economy 
face harsh and dangerous conditions due to the nature of the work. It’s time we pushed back against 
politicizing the project labor agreements that show respect and value for what construction workers do. And 
that’s the cure for a worker shortage, too. 

Dennis Martire, a Pittsburgh native, is vice president and mid-Atlantic regional manager of the Laborers’ 
International Union of North America, representing more than 40,000 workers, predominantly in the 
construction industry. 

 



 

Constitution Pipeline a vital energy project 

By Letters to the editor, February 13, 2016  

Our nation’s desire for cleaner energy and historically low prices have fueled the unprecedented popularity of 
natural gas. Clean-burning natural gas is now responsible for one-third of our nation’s electric generation and 
heats about half of all U.S. homes – and those numbers continue to grow. 

That is why it is imperative for Gov. Andrew Cuomo and the state Department of Environmental Conservation 
to immediately approve the necessary state permits for the Constitution Pipeline project. 

While creating nearly 1,400 family-sustaining construction jobs in Broome, Chenango, Delaware and Schoharie 
counties, this project will also help support an additional 1,000-plus indirect jobs. Hotels, gas stations, grocery 
stores, restaurants, equipment suppliers and other businesses will undoubtedly be bolstered by the 
construction of this vital energy project. 

Construction of this project will also generate more than $130 million of new payroll to a local workforce in 
areas that need it the most. Municipalities along the pipeline route will see nearly $13 million in annual tax 
revenue through increased sales, income and property taxes. 

Constitution Pipeline would also be considered an “open access pipeline,” meaning that cities, towns and 
public utilities can tap the line to provide residential, commercial and industrial natural gas service. There are 
homeowners, energy companies and manufacturers that are eagerly awaiting this opportunity. 

The ability of this project to create jobs, help our local economies, keep industry here and generate 
desperately needed tax revenue makes the Constitution Pipeline a win for our local workers, a win for our 
communities and a win for New York. 

Armand E. Sabitoni 

Laborers’ International Union of North America, Washington, D.C. 

General Secretary-Treasurer and New England Regional Manager 

 

http://blog.timesunion.com/opinion/author/letterstotheeditor/


 

Constitution Pipeline Vital Energy Project for All New Yorkers 

Armand E. Sabitoni, February 17, 2016  
General Secretary-Treasurer & New England Regional Manager, Laborers’ International Union of North America 

The Constitution Pipeline project is a vital one for all New Yorkers. It will deliver inexpensive, 
environmentally natural gas where needed and create jobs. 

Our nation’s desire for cleaner energy and historically low prices have fueled the unprecedented popularity of 
natural gas. Clean-burning natural gas is now responsible for one-third of our nation’s electric generation and 
heats about half of all U.S. homes – and those numbers continue to grow. 

That is why it is imperative for Gov. Andrew Cuomo and the state Department of Environmental Conservation 
to immediately approve the necessary state permits for the Constitution Pipeline project. 

While creating nearly 1,400 family-sustaining construction jobs in Broome, Chenango, Delaware and Schoharie 
counties, this project will also help support an additional 1,000-plus indirect jobs. Hotels, gas stations, grocery 
stores, restaurants, equipment suppliers and other businesses will undoubtedly be bolstered by the 
construction of this vital energy project. 

Construction of this project will also generate more than $130 million of new payroll to a local workforce in 
areas that need it the most. Municipalities along the pipeline route will see nearly $13 million in annual tax 
revenue through increased sales, income and property taxes. 

The Constitution Pipeline would also be considered an “open access pipeline,” meaning that cities, towns and 
public utilities can tap the line to provide residential, commercial and industrial natural gas service. There are 
homeowners, energy companies and manufacturers that are eagerly awaiting this opportunity. 

The ability of this project to create jobs, help our local economies, keep industry here and generate 
desperately needed tax revenue makes the Constitution Pipeline a win for our local workers, a win for our 
communities and a win for New York. 

Editor’s Note: Take notice of the key points Mr. Sabitoni makes so concisely in this post, particularly with 
respect to the fact the Constitution Pipeline will be an open access pipeline offering businesses, communities 
and industry along the way unparalleled new opportunities to develop and expand. This truth, of course, is 
exactly the opposite of what fractivists have been proclaiming. We thank him for pointing it out. 

 

http://naturalgasnow.org/constitution-pipeline-vital-energy-project-new-yorkers/


America deserves an A-plus water infrastructure 

By Terry O’Sullivan, March 24, 2016, 01:00 pm 

Our country must do better than nearly failing when it comes to 
something so vital and fundamental as water. Yet a D is our nation’s water 
infrastructure grade from the American Society of Civil Engineers. It has 
taken the lead contamination scandal in Flint to focus the attention of 
Congress and elected officials across the nation, but Flint is only the tip of 
an iceberg. 

News reports now say as many as 2,000 water systems across the country may have excessive lead levels, 
while as many as 10 million homes receive water through lead pipes. Across the nation, many pipes are more 
than 100 years old, some dating to the Civil War era, posing drinking water risks. Each year, according to the 
Civil Engineers, there are 240,000 water main breaks. Faulty pipes result in the leakage of 900 billion gallons of 
wastewater a year, helping to make 28 percent of waterways unfit for human recreation and 18 percent unfit 
for consumption. According to the ASCE, the cost to fix our nation’s neglect of water resources is now $1.7 
trillion – and rising. 

From drinking water contamination, to water scarcity that has parched much of California’s farmland, to ports 
and waterways that can no longer accommodate commerce, the water crisis is one of the most critical issues 
facing the U.S. As Flint shows, the crisis raises moral questions, but there are major economic costs as well. For 
example, in just 2015 alone, the water crisis cost California nearly $3 billion in commerce and 21,000 jobs, 
according to the University of California – Davis. In Flint alone, more than $1 billion will be needed to replace 
pipes. Across the country, neglect of inland waterways and the associated stunting of water transportation 
activity could hit the economy with the loss of 738,000 jobs by 2020, a nearly $750 billion hit to the economy, 
according to the Civil Engineers. 

America can do better than a D. This year, Congress is likely to consider a number of water infrastructure 
measures ranging from reauthorization of the Water Resources Reform and Development Act to bills aimed at 
alleviating the drought in the West and efforts to increase funding for clean and safe drinking water. But we 
must caution Congress against ‘robbing Peter to pay Paul.’ For the sake of our children in every community, 
the drinking water crisis must receive additional, significant and dedicated resources above and apart from 
WRRDA. That piece of legislation is simply not capable of addressing the crisis, and attempting to use it for 
that purpose will only strain other critical water resources. 

When parents in Flint first expressed alarm about lead levels in drinking water and the documented impact 
the chemical has on child development, some were told not to worry. “It’s just a few IQ points,” one mother 
recounted being told by a nurse. 

Just as flippant responses to the Flint water crisis are repulsive, so too will be excuses by Congress for failing to 
act. The challenge is enormous, but the rewards can be equally great. The men and women of LIUNA are ready 
to fight to protect lives and we’re ready to get to work doing our job to rebuild America’s neglected water 
infrastructure. Now it’s up to Congress and elected officials at every level to do their jobs to ensure our 
country and our people have what they deserve: an A-plus water infrastructure. 

O’Sullivan is General President of the Laborers’ International Union of North America, which represents a half-
million men and women predominantly in the construction industry. 



 

Pa.’s pipeline infrastructure transports shale’s benefits to consumers, manufacturers 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR, Published: March 29, 2016 

Pennsylvania’s pipeline infrastructure continues to transport shale’s benefits to more consumers and 
manufacturers across our state all while strengthening our nation’s security. Yet a recent letter 
(“Pennsylvania, pursue your happiness unless you live here,“ March 17) neglects to mention any of these facts. 

The letter’s author –- a well--documented anti--gas activist -– is correct on one assertion: the overwhelming 
bipartisan support for developing Pennsylvania’s pipeline network.  

State Sen. John Yudichak, D--Plymouth Township, is correct to “promote the installation of gas- transmission 
pipelines across our state” because, as the senator said in a recent Citizens’ Voice article (Feb. 28), “We can 
grow the natural gas industry in a responsible way.”  

Sen. Yudichak is absolutely right. As the local natural gas industry moves forward with the safe build-out and 
modernization of Pennsylvania’s pipeline network, consumers and manufacturers across are benefitting in the 
form of lower energy costs. We’re regaining a competitive advantage and reshoring American jobs once lost 
abroad, making for a stronger, more united nation. The industry supports the safe and efficient transport of 
our natural gas to market and believes strongly in working with all stakeholders - as underscored through its 
participation in the Pipeline Infrastructure Task Force - to attain this goal.   

As our nation moves forward, we must all protect our environment and find ways to become more energy-
efficient. Pennsylvania is nicknamed the Keystone State for being an integral part of our nation’s commerce. 
Providing natural gas to the other parts of our nation is not possible if it is cut off at its source. And let’s not 
forget the tens of thousands of good-paying jobs supported locally by development of these important 
infrastructure projects, which according to Dennis Martire of the Laborers’ International Union of North 
America, are a “lifeline to family-supporting jobs.”  

It’s absolutely critical we continue the build--out of midstream infrastructure to enable more consumer and 
regional manufacturer access to energy savings. Expanding and modernizing our pipeline infrastructure will 
directly benefit local communities, boost Pennsylvania’s economy, and help make America more energy 
secure. 

Chris Borton 

Forty Fort 

 



 

Don't blame natural gas, Sen. Sanders, embrace it (Commentary) 

By Terry O'Sullivan | April 16, 2016  

Editor's note: This is part of the last batch of letters we'll publish before Tuesday's primary. 

O'Sullivan serves as the General President of the Laborers' International Union of North America. 

We've been hearing a lot from Sen. Bernie Sanders recently about energy policy. Listening to his stump 
speeches, I'm reminded of Sen. Patrick Moynihan's wise words "Everyone is entitled to their own opinion, but 
not their own facts." 

Sanders' approach might seem more environmentally responsible, but his rhetoric is not backed by a single 
proposal that would move our nation towards a carbon-free future while keeping our lights on – and he 
demonstrated yet again at Thursday's debate that his energy platform makes the perfect the enemy of the 
very good. Here's the reality: Contrary to what Sanders says, natural gas is the most viable, abundant and 
economical solution to meet future electricity needs and New York's clean energy goals. 

As New York's Democrats consider their presidential options, let's establish the facts around how we meet our 
clean energy goals, do some simple math, and consider the economics. 

Natural gas is the most viable ... and economical solution to meet future electricity needs and clean energy 
goals. 

First, what are our clean energy goals? The Clean Power Plan, proposed by President Obama last year, 
challenges the United States to reduce our carbon emissions by nearly a third by 2030. Every state has a target 
under this plan, and New York must reduce its carbon pollution from the power sector by 10 percent. It's a 
tougher goal than you'd think. In fact, New York faces a real challenge to meet it. 

How? Let's look at the numbers. First, over the next decade and a half, demand for power is projected to 
increase by 14 percent. Second, New York's James A. FitzPatrick nuclear energy plant in Oswego will close in 
2017, eliminating enough carbon-free power from the grid to serve 650,000 homes. And Gov. Andrew Cuomo 
wants to close New York's three remaining coal plants by 2020, which is notable in terms of reducing carbon 
pollution but also removes the energy needed to power 416,000 homes every year. 

What does this mean? Research conducted as part of a broader study underway by the Laborers' International 
Union of North America (LIUNA) has found that New York will face a drastic energy shortfall of 29 million 
megawatt hours of electricity, or the equivalent of lights out for 2.4 million New York homes. 

How do we make up this energy shortfall while also meeting clean energy goals? Renewables certainly must 
play a part, but by themselves they are not nearly enough. To fill the 21 percent deficit in the power sector 
alone, New York would need 100,000 acres of solar panels – or an area six times the size of Albany. 

Sanders says he wants a clean energy future, yet he rejects the best method for producing cleaner burning 
local natural gas and has no plan to replace the carbon-free power from the Indian Point nuclear energy 
facility – which supplies New York City with 25 percent of its electricity. He only wants investments in solar and 
wind, which while promising in the future, does not produce energy when the sun doesn't shine and the wind 

http://www.liuna.org/general-president


doesn't blow. In fact, Sanders' own campaign website doesn't mention how we will power New York, and for 
that matter, the country, while waiting for his clean-energy utopia. 

It's time for a fact-based conversation on New York's energy needs. And contrary to what Sanders says, 
natural gas is the most viable, abundant and economical solution to meet future electricity needs and the 
carbon emission reduction targets. Bottlenecks in New York's approval process are holding up critical natural 
gas projects, such as the Constitution pipeline and Access Northeast - projects that will help New York meet 
their clean energy needs. 

Fully two thirds of New York's clean energy requirements could be met by using natural gas: without it, there 
is not a realistic scenario for meeting these goals. It's time for New Yorkers to ask Senator Sanders how he 
plans to keep the lights on. 

 



 

Union protests company hiring non-locals for pipeline rehab 

By Eric Schwartzberg, May 25, 2016 Wednesday 

BUTLER COUNTY - The local affiliate of Laborers' International Union of North America rallied Tuesday on 
Cincinnati-Dayton Road to bring attention to what it says is Spectra Energy's practice of outsourcing 
construction work and neglecting Ohio's local workforce.  

More than 50 people protested in Middletown near pipeline work that Texas-based Spectra Energy Partners 
contracted out to Mississippi-based MG Dyess, according to the Ohio Laborers' District Council. 

"Their whole workforce is comprised of guys from the southeast and southwest portion of the country," said 
Mike Engbert, a Laborers' District Council representative. "They don't hire regionally, they don't hire locally. 
It's strictly company guys. They don't make any effort when they come up here to work with local tradesmen." 

The recently started pipeline rehabilitation work will likely last 30 to 35 days and replace a line under 
Interstate 75, one that is 24 inches in diameter and stretches from Ohio to Louisiana, according to Ray 
Hipsher, of Franklin, an Ohio Laborers' District Council pipeline specialist. 

They also are replacing a small section of pipe between the Great Miami River and a nearby railroad line, 
Hipsher said. 

The 40 or 50 jobs MG Dyess likely needed for the projects could have been filled by qualified local residents, 
helping them and boosting the local economy, according to Mario Cespedes, a Laborers' District Council 
representative. 

"The local Laborers' International Union has the people who are ready, trained, willing to do this work, but 
unfortunately some contractors and some owners are unwilling to incentivize their contracts to hire locally," 
Cespedes said. "They don't have any requirements (to do so)." 

Copyright 2016 Dayton Newspapers, Inc. 

 

http://www.daytondailynews.com/staff/eric-schwartzberg/


 

Should Massachusetts oppose further natural gas pipeline construction in the state? 

NO 
MAY 27, 2016 

Scott Gustafson - Plymouth resident, organizer, Laborers International Union of 
North America 

When it comes to a responsible energy solution, “no” is not a policy 
that will keep the lights on. And yet there are those who flatly refuse 
any new projects without providing realistic alternatives. 
Massachusetts faces an energy crisis. Based on our analysis of federal 
projections, my union estimates national electricity demand will rise 
about 14 percent by 2030. Factoring in the loss of power when the 
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station closes, and the required 18 percent 
emissions cut under the federal Clean Power Plan, we calculate there 

will be a 32 percent power deficit. Natural gas – and the infrastructure to deliver it – is our best option to keep 
the lights on and meet clean power goals. 

Despite the extremist rhetoric, pipelines are the safest way to transport natural gas. I am proud to stand with 
thousands of your neighbors across Southeastern Massachusetts who belong to an organization with 
extensive experience safely building pipelines and other energy infrastructure from oil and natural gas to 
hydropower, solar, and wind projects. When pipelines are union-built by responsible contractors and a skilled 
workforce, they can bring millions in economic benefits and ensure that thousands of highly-skilled 
construction workers have job opportunities with family-supporting wages and benefits. 

Two projects nearby, the Atlantic Bridge Project and Access Northeast, could deliver environmental progress, 
along with hundreds of jobs and support for the area’s power grid. Though the vocal “keep it in the ground” 
crowd share my hope for a cleaner Massachusetts, what is their plan? They advocate for renewables, but 
those technologies aren’t even close to meeting our energy needs right now. It would take 38,000 acres of 
solar panels – an area the size of Boston – to meet the 32 percent deficit, based on a formula provided by the 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Natural gas can carry the weight until renewables advance enough for 
large-scale use. Natural gas is a cleaner-burning resource that is already helping Massachusetts residents cut 
energy bills and reduce emissions. The state should lead the way – not stand in the way – with progressive 
policies that help us power our homes in the safest and cleanest way possible. 



 
Terry O'Sullivan: It's time to move ahead with Dakota Access Pipeline 
 
By Terry O’Sullivan, Jun. 10, 2016  

Much of the recent debate over the Dakota Access Pipeline is missing a key point that should matter to every 
resident of Illinois. To be sure, affected communities, including landowners and Native Americans, deserve to 
have their concerns and issues addressed. But on a much larger scale, we must voice a resounding "no" to 
attempts to distort the regulatory process by transforming it into a political tool. 

This critical energy infrastructure project has already been approved on its merits by four state regulatory 
boards. Each of the state agencies has indicated that the benefits of the project not only outweigh the costs, 
but will improve the quality of energy access to the residents of those states. These regulatory bodies 
reviewed hundreds of pages of testimony and comments from affected communities, including environmental 
and cultural experts. 

The permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is one of the last outstanding approvals. Yet rather than 
accept the outcome, some opponents have requested the intercession of the federal government into the 
review process by pressuring the Corps. They have requested this intervention despite the state reviews and 
the fact the Corps district office has already determined the project would not cause significant environmental 
harm. 

Given that issues on both side of the debate have been aired and addressed, one can only conclude that 
opponents are willing to reject the needs of others, the greater good and a fair regulatory process in their zeal 
to kill a pipeline. 

LIUNA members want to go to work every day building our country’s energy future. They are among the most 
skilled and highly trained construction crafts workers in the world. Projects like the Dakota Access are more 
than just pipelines — they are lifelines that will help workers practice their craft through the thousands of 
good, family-supporting jobs the project will create. The project is forecast to have a $5 billion positive 
economic impact, including nearly $200 million in payments to landowners and $1.9 billion in wages, including 
$303 million in wages in Illinois. 

Not only are jobs at stake — so too is the safety and lifestyles of residents in communities from the Dakotas to 
Illinois. The fuel the pipeline would carry will move regardless of whether the project is built. It is a fact that 
moving the fuel by train or truck creates much greater hazards and dangers than a state-of-the-art pipeline, 
and reducing gridlock on major transportation corridors caused by surface transportation of fuels will free up 
road and rail capacity for commerce. 

It has become part of the playbook of some who oppose major energy projects to distort and misuse the 
review process. There is a system in place for an independent review by the Army Corps of Engineers and we 
should stick with it rather than second-guessing due process. It is destructive to pressure the Corps to cater to 
the whims of environmental elites. That is not what Illinois or our country needs. 

 



 
 

PEOPLE: 

Union protects Bakken industry by monitoring pipelines 
Published: Tuesday, June 21, 2016 

One labor union is promoting high pipeline standards in North Dakota's oil fields by surveying lines around the 

Bakken Shale. 

Evan Whiteford, an organizer for the state Laborers' International Union of North America, looks out for bad 

techniques to inform future projects and ensure locals aren't being burned by lazy companies. 

"About every landowner that's got a pipeline has got a nightmare, a horror story," Whiteford said. "You start 

getting too many bad players out there in the field and eventually it starts hurting the industry pretty bad." 

Whiteford, a former pipeliner, said his union testifies before the North Dakota Public Service Commission on 

pipeline proposals, but many of the bad lines, often flanked by dead vegetation, are largely unregulated. He says 

the worst violators are the smaller gathering pipelines. 

"They're the ones that are the most damaging right now in this area, as far as reclamation issues, leaking, not 

knowing what's happening with them," Whiteford said. 

The North Dakota Industrial Commission is considering rules to increase state regulation of gathering pipelines, 

which, if passed, could take effect as soon as Oct. 1. 

While some are fighting to wait until the Legislature can have a say, the Laborers' International Union supports 

the regulations. Union members, including Whiteford, have heard pipeliners migrating into the area say 

"anything goes" in North Dakota. The union members also note incorrect pipe handling leading to corrosion, 

insufficient wetlands protections and careless work exposing other companies' lines. 

The state Oil and Gas Division is reviewing comments and will present a final proposal to the Industrial 

Commission on June 29. 

Whiteford said the rules are only as good as the enforcement. 

"How effectively are they going to monitor it and show up on locations?" Whiteford asked. "And if they do find 

infractions, what are the consequences for that and who's going to follow up with that? Those are the questions I 

have in my mind" (Amy Dalrymple, Fargo Forum, June 18). -- MB 

 

http://www.inforum.com/news/4057596-veteran-pipeline-worker-doubles-environmental-watchdog


 

By Eric Wolff | 06/23/2016 06:04 AM EDT 

With help from Alex Guillén, Esther Whieldon, Nick Juliano, Annie Snider, and Anca Gurzu 

LABOR WANTS THE BRIDGE FUEL: The Laborers' International Union of North America, which 
represents construction workers, is today announcing a campaign to push for natural gas as an important part of 
meeting the goals of the Clean Power Plan. In contrast to environmental groups who have grown cold to natural 
gas in recent years, the union argues the fuel can replace the baseload power disappearing with the retirement of 
nuclear plants and provide a backstop for renewables. 

"It's time to take a hard look at our energy needs and start bridging the gap with a common-sense energy policy 
that includes natural gas," said LIUNA President Terry O'Sullivan. "Renewables hold a tremendous amount of 
potential and as they are brought to scale, natural gas is critical as a cleaner source of energy." The union will 
push its message through a website, www.cleanpowerprogress.org , which will serve as an energy hub, and 
through its social media channels. LIUNA has endorsed Hillary Clinton for president, but the campaign for 
more natural gas could potentially put her in a tough spot, caught between labor and supporters of Sen. Bernie 
Sanders who would like to see an end to fracking and fossil fuels more generally. 

 

http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=01762e9d33765df34e3858db1bfa80dff4d93c7e988237ab51b45aac09ad4ba1
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